Why do SAP
customers
choose FPX?
FPX extends the capabilities of your organization’s existing
SAP technologies with seamless, productized integrations and
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connectivity to our enterprise applications, including FPX CPQ.
Enabling a true omnichannel strategy, FPX gives business
the power to go beyond the direct sales organization, and
bring consistency and connectivity to vendors and partner
channels, ecommerce users, and internal teams across the sales
organization.
To learn more about our product-built applications for SAP,
visit us at FPX.com.

FPX for SAP Variant Configuration
E X T E N D I N G T H E C A PA B I L I T I E S O F YO U R S A P T E C H N O L O G I E S W I T H C P Q
Businesses managing product and pricing data in SAP backend systems require a solution that can source, augment and
integrate with other data and business rules to support Configure-Price-Quote (CPQ) applications such as FPX CPQ.
To facilitate a seamless data transfer, FPX provides SAP users with a Variant Configuration Connector, ensuring
automated operation and transfer of data from the SAP Variant Configuration Knowledge Base to FPX’s data modeling
engine where additional attributes, business rules, and logic are combined to create master sales and commercial
definitions that can then be presented by the CPQ application to the end user.

The FPX-SAP Connector provides two primary functions:
1. FPX’s VC Connector exports data from an organization’s
SAP data into a staging database. The staging database is
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